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Co-operative. And he figured it'd be better than working one day a week or two or
three days a week (in the Co-operative store), to be working full time in a coal mine.
 So I went in the coal mines. And of course, I stayed there till I joined the Navy,
1941. And then came back out of the Navy in '45, and then went back in the coal
mines again.  (When you say you went in with your father, does that mean that you
actually worked with him?) No. No, no, no. No, that's just an expression you use. He
took me to work. He took me down, he showed me where to go and all the rest of it,
for a couple of days. And then turned me loose. (And that was your training.) Yeah,
let me go.  (Were the coal mines mechanized yet?) No. No, no, no, no. It's what they
called hand- loading, longwalls. And then some places they had room-  itjj' THE  m
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and-pillar. But predominantly then, it was longwall. That meant that they cut it with
a longwall ma? chine, and then they bored it, and then the men would come down
and they'd take the duff out from under the cut. And they'd plug up the holes. And
they'd shoot them--shoot the coal down--and they'd load it.  TOURS OF: 
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had the machinery to undercut the coal, you don't call that "mechanization.") Oh,
no, because, actual? ly, the men went down and they were shooting and loading....
You'd load it in boxes, with a shovel.  Now, when you were on the longwall, the
place was cut for you and bored for ' you--then all you did was shoot it and load it.
And you loaded that on a pan- line. The panline was shaker pans. (They ran the
length of the wall?) That's right. And the coal went the length of the wall, and it was
loaded in probably 18- box(car) trips, on the bottom of the wall....  Malcle MacLeod
holding Bill Marsh, around 1925  (But although we had a radial saw, and al? though
we had the panline, we still  don't really say that the mines were mechanized at
that time.) No, no, no, no. That wasn't mechanization. That was handloading. (Even
though we had tools, and the tools had some power.) Well, see, the
mechanization--just so you'll understand it--your mechanization is supposed to
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your 25th Anniversary of publishing Cape Breton's Magazine
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